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U.S.—Mexico
Conference at USD
by Tim Durnin

The University of San Diego
extends its hands across the
border in welcoming some 400
residence of Mexico including
Roberto de la Madrid, Gover
nor of Baja, and the Governors
of the five Mexican states
bordering the United States.
These guests will be joined by
the Governors of New Mexico,
Texas, Arizona, and our own
Governor, Edmund G. Brown,
along with another 200 indi
viduals at a luncheon to discuss
common border issues, as well
as the economic standing of
both countries.
The luncheon, to be held
Monday, September 20th in the
east patio of Founders Hall will
begin at 11:30 AM and end at
2:30 PM. It is hoped this meet
ing will strengthen the ties be
tween the two countries as well
as open channels of discussion
regarding the current economic
situation facing Mexico.
Following the luncheon there
will be a presentation by Dean
Sheldon Krantz on the proposed
U.S.-Mexico Law Institute of
the universitys School of Law.
This promises to be a very im

portant meeting for all parties
involved. The faculty and
students are asked to please
bear with a few inconveniences
during the conference as this
meeting could play a vital role
in future relations between the
two countries.
Security points out...
...the_ presence of such a
sizeable group of people on
campus will require each of us
to make some accommodations
during the time of their visit.
The west parking lot near
Camino Hall, for example, will
be reserved for visitors' vehicles
on that day. The USD spaces
behind the Immaculata will be
reserved for the press corps.
Other campus areas may be
designated for special use as
plans progress. Those of you
who may experience some in
convenience to view it as your
personal contribution to the
success of this important event.
We are confident that all
members of the USD family will
join with us in making the
Governors' and delegates' visit
to USD a most pleasant and
memorable time.

T.J. Attractions
by Jane Knocll
and Angela Tarantino
Tijuana, just 20 minutes
south on highway 5 can fill your
day with activities from shop
ping to bullfights, horseracing,
to sightseeing or just relaxing in
the charm of a Mexican cantina.
Great bargains can be found
on a variety of clothing and
leather goods, liquor, pottery
and jewelry. There is something
for everyone in T.J.
One of the newest and most
economical ways of getting to
Tijuana is via the San Diego
Trolley. Fire-engine-red, elec
tric trolleys leave both down
town San Diego and interna
tional border every twenty
minutes. This service begins at 5
a.m. with the last departure at
8:30 p.m. The one-way fare for
adults is one dollar and senior
citizens and disabled may ride
for forty cents. Exact change is
necessary to board the trolley.
One of the only drawbacks of
the trolley is that it only goes to
the border. From there you
have to walk 2-3 miles to Ti
juana or take a taxi cab. If you
decide to take a cab beware of

Ricardo!
First stop—The Long Bar, a
traditional USD hangout. It's
definitely short in atmosphere
and a very plain decor, but one
may feel more at home when
glancing at the collection of
university decals among which
USD's is plainly in sight.
A friendly waiter smiles and
brings a round of Corona beers
along with a duplicate round of
Cuervo shots with plenty of
limes and salt. Part of being in a
foreign country is taking part in
their cultural practices. First
things first—don't drink the
water—there is plenty of te
quila. To begin, before taking
the shotglass in your right hand,
prepare your left by moistening
a spot on your thumb followed
by a sprinkle of salt. With the
same hand graps the lime be
tween the index and thumb. It is
all downhill from here as you
taste the salt, toss the shot, and
tear into the lime—Ole'. This
simple process might take some
practice which can be verified
by many glass chomping, lime
tossing, and salt blinded

Continued on Page 10.

Boy, Girl, Boy, Girl... .New and returning students line up in a circle on Orientation '82 Sports Day
only to fall for each other.

USD Accreditation Continues
by Robert Madden

Since May of 1981, pro
cedures have been underway for
reaffirmation of USD's ac
creditation. On October 5, a 12
person team will be sent by the
Western Association of Schools
and Colleges (WASC). During
their 3 day visit, the WASC
team will be evaluating USD in
such crucial areas as academic
quality, faculty performance,
student services, finances, and
community relations.
According to WASC, the
team must follow certain objec
tives while on campus. First, the
team must assure that there has
been widespread participation
in the process of accreditation.
Secondly, the team will attempt
to become as close as possible
with the students and faculty
and answer any questions con
cerning the accreditation. The
team must also be willing to
listen to any comment or sug
gestion from any member of the
USD community. Finally, the
WASC team must approach
their study from a broad view
point. They must be certain that
individual issues and bias are
kept from entering their work.
USD's original accreditation
came in 1973 soon after the

merger between the College for mund T. Peckham, Dean of
Men and the College for Students, California State
Women. At that time, an ac University, Northridge; Lyman
creditation team evaluated ma W. Porter, Dean, Graduate
jor programs and then the School of Management, Univer
University as a whole. USD was sity of California, Irvine; Susan
granted accreditation along Schaefer, Associate Professor
with a report containing recom of Business Administration,
mendations for areas of im California State University,
provement and commendations Hay ward.
on strengths.
The Accreditation Team for the
In October, the 1982 team school of Nursing will include:
will re-examine this report to see
Dr. Marion Schrum, Dean,
if USD has corrected the recom School of Nursing, University
mended improvements and of Nevada, Reno, Chairperson;
maintained its high points. The Dr. Gladys E. Sorenson, Dean,
accrediting committee for the School of Nursing, University
undergraduate schools are com of Arizona, Tuscon.
posed of the following:
Sr. Ann Ida Gannon,
B.V.M., Former President of
Mudnelein College and Pro
fessor of Philosophy, Chair;
E.K. Williams, Director of
Graduate Advising, University
of Redlands Vice Chair; Betty
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J. Blackman, Director of
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Library, Loyola Marymount
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University; Jewel P. Cobb,
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President, California State
University, Fullerton; John H.
Sports
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Clark, Administrative Vice
President, California Institute
of the Arts; Roger Olstad, Pro
fessor and Associate Dean,
University of Washington; Ed
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Be An Alcala9 Woman
Attention all U.S.D. women!
Applications are now being ac
cepted for new members to the
Alcala Women's Club. The
group was formed last Spring
for women on campus inter

ested in University services, get
ting involved in the San Diego
community and promoting
women's awareness.
If you are interested please
fill out an application which can

be found in the Associated Stu
dent Body Office, and once
completed place in A.W.C.'s
mail box.
Deadline for applications is
September 21, 5:00 p.m.
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Letters To The Editor
Welcome
To the Editors:
I should like to issue a per
sonal, warm welcome to all the
R.O.T.C. faculty and staff who
this year come to the University
of San Diego, and to thank
them for coming.
—And the very same and
more to all the new R.O.T.C.
cadets. The commitment of
each to this public service and to
the United States Navy is com
mendable and appreciated.
My continued wish is there be
earned an unending succession
of "Well Done" 's by all facul
ty, cadets and others affiliated
with the Naval R.O.T.C. pro
gram on our campus.
Sincerely,
William L. Velman
Professor of Law

Missing Grads
Dear Editor,
IS THERE DISCRIMINATION
AT U.S.D.?
We don't mind if we're not
greeted like 'frosh' during
orientation week, even if we are
new to the campus.
We don't mind if posters
advertising events at USD list
prices for undergrads, staff and
faculty, and others, but don't
even mention grad students.
We don't mind having coffee
and eating with the undergrads
even if there isn't a specific spot
on campus for grads from the
various faculties to meet, con
verse, cajole or find out what is
happening in other disciplines
on campus.
We don't mind supporting
football games, basketball, vol-

leyball, baseball and softball
matches, not to mention tennis
and all performances at Camino
Hall.
We don't mind asking the
Graduate Education Students
Association for financial assist
ance (this group is very pro
gressive).
We wouldn't even mind pay
ing extra money for the year
book on top of our already very
high academic fees.
But why aren't we, the gradu
ate students here on campus, in
the yearbook? Does USD care
about us? Are we not a part of
the university?
We mind that we aren't a
more represented body of this
university. It is about time
graduate students of all facul
ties did something about this
lamentable state of nonrecognition here at USD. Our
question remains—Is there
discrimination at USD?
The GSE Group

To the Editor:
I am a resident of the
Washington State Penitentiary.
One of my major goals is to cor
respond with society.
I am 5' 11', brown eyes,
black hair. I enjoy playing racquetball, swimming, horseback
riding, and camping.
I have an Associate of Arts
degree in Social Services, a cer
tificate in supervisory manage
ment from the University of
Utah (correspondence program),
and a certificate in custodial
maintenance from the Walla
Walla Community College.
I will be respectful and honest
in all of my letters and will
answer all correspondence
directed to me.
Wishing you a nice day, I am
Sincerely,
Marvin Raines, #275477
P.O. Box 520
Walla Walla, WA. 99362-0520

Job Opportunities
Do you need a part time job?
The Student Employment Cen
ter, located in Serra Hall Room
320, has many current part time
job openings. Information on
various types of positions is
available on the Job Board. The
Student Employment Center is
open Monday through Friday
from 8:30-5:00.
Students looking for part
time work are encouraged to
participate in a Job Search
Skills Workshop on Thursday,
September 23 from 11:00 to
12:00. At the workshop tips on
where the jobs are, how to con
tact employers and other infor-

Local Rental
Housing Shortage
The California Public In
terest
Research
Group
(CalPIRG) has released a new
edition of its Guide to Finding
Rental Housing in San Diego
County.
The guide contains informa
tion on student housing,
emergency housing, seniors'
housing, rental agencies, tenant
security deposits and where to
locate rental vacancy listings.
The guide also lists those apart
ment locating services which
provide services free to prospec
tive renters.
"With a city-wide rental
vacancy rate of an alarmingly
low 3.4%, tenants will need all
the help they can get in finding a
place to live," noted David
Durkin, CalPIRG's Executive
Director. "Our guide to rental
housing is designed specifically
for the purpose of providing
essential consumer information
to persons looking for a rental
unit in the tight San Diego

Pen Pal

market," added Durkin.
Copies of the Guide to Rental
Housing are available at no
charge by sending a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
CalPIRG Guide to Rental
Housing, 3000 "E" Street, San
Diego, California, 92102.
CalPIRG is a non-profit and
non-partisan consumer research
and education organization
which has been serving San
Diego residents since 1972.

mation useful for your part time
job search will be provided.
Come to the Student Employ
ment Center to sign up by
Wednesday, September 22.
A few of our current job
openings are listed below.
1806—Teacher Assistants
needed at private elementary
school. Applicants must have
the desire to work with students
and have some educational
background. Flexible hours
available M-F between 8-2:45,
4.52/hour.
2156—Clerk at Point Loma
Liquor Store, evening shift
available—5-12 p.m. 3 nights a
week, approximately 20-25
hours per week, 3.50/hour.
520—Secretary needed at
local private school to do basic
office work, typing. Applicant
must be able to type 50-60 wpm.
Three hours per day M-F bet
ween 8-2, 3.35/hr to start.
310—Sailing Instructor/
Dock Hand. Boat maintenance
needed for boat rentals in Mis
sion Bay, 20 hour week,
3.35/hour.
2515—Game Room Atten
dant needed for cashiering and
cleaning for a video game store.
Two openings, flexible days and
hours, approximately 10-30
hours per week, 3.35/hour.

Faculty Forum Schedule
Below is the 1982 Student-Faculty Forum schedule for the
fall semester. All Forums are held at the Mission
Crossroads at 8 p.m.
Thursday, September 23
"NROTC and USD"
Wednesday, October 20
"Dual Career Marriages"
"'82 Election Issues
Thursday, October 28
"Insanity as a Defense"
Thursday, November 18
"Cheating in College: Is
Thursday, December 9
a USD Honor Code Needed?"

Commentary

Ashes To Ashes

Picture a warm day on sandy Mission Beach.
Picture a sea of molten glass, melted by the heat of a thou
sand suns.
Picture a college on a hill: students, teachers, books, cars.
Picture a hole fourteen miles wide, one mile deep.
Picture downtown San Diego.
Picture an ashtray.
Picture a nuclear war, or try to. No human can fully con
ceive of the effects of an all out nuclear attack. We can only
count the numbers: tens of millions dead within an hour;
roasted, boiled, radiated, Russian, American. A nuclear war
would obliterate life as we know it, hurl society back to the
dark ages, and pretty much ruin everybody's day. And the
kicker to all this deep, dark, tragedy is, no one cares.
Until lately. For years people simply shrugged off the grim
reality of a possible strategic nuclear war. There wasn't much
the person in the street could do about it, so why bother? But
here in California, plenty of folks are bothered, or worse,
about the idea of being blown to Bombay some bright young
morning. Coming this November, the Nuclear Freeze In
itiative, a grass-roots drive to control these hellish devices,
will appear on ballots throughout the state.
The initiative, which calls for an immediate and permanent
halt to the day by day expansion of BOTH sides' nuclear
arsenals, is a way for concerned individuals to join the inter
national furor against nuclear insanity. Only by undercutting
the crazed, money-gulping arms race can Americans hope to
bring some measure of safety to our lives. If we, possesors of
the most flexible, accurate, numerous atomic stockpile on
Earth, do not speak out, the missiles ultimately will.
Critics of the Initiative should refer to former Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara, who once said that 400 nuclear
devices would be enough to attain the "assured destruction"
of the Soviet Union. The U.S. Navy now carries that many
warheads on a single submarine. Plainly both sides possess
more than enough of these Raid Ant and Roach Killer-shaped
fingers of death. Picture a world without such horrors.
Picture a Nuclear Freeze.
Before we all burn.

Rosen Speaks On
Nuclear Disaster

Dr. Joel Rosen, a noted
psychologist and member of
Physicians for Social Responsi
bility, will speak on the impend
ing nuclear disaster at 12:00
noon on Wednesday, Septem
ber 22, in More Hall (Law
School First Floor).
Dr. Rosen is the first of many
speakers planned this year by
Students Active for Nuclear
Disarmament (SAND), a group
of undergraduate, graduate,
law students, and faculty work
ing to halt the nuclear arms
race. Law School Professor

Robert Simmons is the faculty
advisor.
During the year, SAND plans
to sponsor on-campus speakers,
films, and exhibits. SAND is
organizing a speakers bureau
and a concert.
Through the end of October,
SAND will concentrate its ef
forts on passage of the bilateral
nuclear weapons freeze in
itiative which will appear on the
November ballot. The proposi
tion calls for a negotiated halt
to all testing, production, and
employment of new nuclear
weapons.
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Campus Notes
All students of USD may become a member of INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION. The ISO will meet
every Thursday at 12:15 in Serra 212. Election of officers will
be held Sept. 16.
First BACCHUS Meeting Thursday, Sept. 23, 12:00 p.m. in
the Mission Crossroads. Anyone interested please attend!!!!
The MECHA Club of USD once again will hold a "Round
The Clock Beer Raffle." This year's prize will be a case of
DOS EQUIS BEER imported from Mexico.
Mandatory Meeting for all LECTORS and SERVERS. Lec
tors: Sept. 16, 7-8 p.m. Servers: Sept. 16, 8-9 p.m.
PENANCE LITURGY on Tuesday, Sept. 21st at 7:30 in
Founder's Chapel.
Tickets are available for the DODGERS VS PADRES
Baseball game for $5.25 each—Two tickets per USD ID.
Game is Wednesday, Sept. 22.
LARK PRESENTS: Richard Pryor "Live in Concert" Sept.
17th Midnite movie in the Student Union. FREE!!!!
Beginning Tuesday, Sept. 21 AEROBICS in the Student
Union. Every Tuesday/Thursday 8-9 p.m. FREE!!!! Instruc
tor from YMCA.
Monday, Sept. 20 MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL in the
Student Union, Greenbay vs. New York on the Big Screen
T.V. FREE!!!!!
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT SOCIETY MEETING
FILM, "The Trading Floor" Thursday 16th, 12:00 in the SB
201.

Physical Education
Minor Offered
The University of San Diego
School of Education, according
to an announcement by Edward
DeRoche, Ph.D., Dean, will
begin offering a physical educa
tion minor in the new academic
year, which starts September 8.
The course sequence,
DeRoche says, is designed for a
wide range of interests, from
students seeking elementary or
secondary teaching credentials
to those wishing to develop a
personal plan for physical
fitness.
An undergraduate program
comprising 26 credit hours, the
physical education minor
focuses on physical fitness, in
dividual development, and

social development. Among the
courses offered are the Biology
of Exercise, Principles and
Practices in Recreation, Prin
ciples and Practice of Coaching,
and Health Education, along
with a number of elective
courses.
Additional information
about the new program may be
obtained by calling USD's
Director of Teacher Education
at 714/293-4538.
The USD School of Educa
tion offers graduate degrees on
the masters and doctoral level,
and eleven credential programs,
all approved by the Commission
for Teacher Preparation and
Licensing of the State of
California.
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Students protest building of nuclear reactor in the Valley.

All That Glitters.
by Mark Ledbetter

The mythological character
Midas gained the power to turn
all he touched to gold, and with
that power destroyed the very,
thing he loved most in life—his
daughter. I fear that adherence
to the nuclear arms freeze, cur
rently promoted by some,
presents a similarly tragic
paradox, threatening to destroy
the freedom that we, as a peo
ple, cherish.
All who are currently con
cerned with preventing a
nuclear war must welcome the
current interest in this issue.
The polls, debates, and editori
als all over the country show
that the people of this nation
want a reduction in nuclear
arms.
These debates arise with par
ticular emotion now because of
the growing movement in the
U.S. to freeze or to outlaw
nuclear weapons. Of course, we
are all interested in prohibiting
the use of nuclear weapons.
However, if a freeze were to
lock in any country into a mili
tary disadvantage, greater inter
national instability could result
instead of the desired peace ob
jectives. Discretion and pru
dence are therefore essential ele
ments of any equitable and veri
fiable arms control negotia
tions.
During the last decade, the
U.S. has adhered to what one
might call a "freeze" policy.
While the U.S. slowed military
spending, the Soviets drained
their resources out of every seg
ment of their economy to
finance its military machine.
The substantial improvements
in the Soviet force of ICBM's,
for example, have given the
Soviet Union the means to de
stroy a large part of our ICBM
force. In addition, there are
about 600 Soviet intermediaterange missiles capable of strik
ing our NATO allies. A freeze
in effect would give permanence
to this Soviet advantage.
The freeze would put the U.S.
in an inferior position for future
negotiations. We have not and
will not succeed in negotiations
with the Soviets if we do not
give them the incentive to
negotiate. In the past, it is only
when the U.S. has shown a

determination to match the
Soviets that they have been
moved to agree to restrain
themselves. For example, dur
ing the debate over the develop
ment of Anti-Ballastic Missiles
(ABM's) during the late 1960's
and 1970's, it was only after the
U.S. Senate voted to go ahead
with the ABM systems,that the
Soviets agreed to mutual limita
tions in ABM constructions.
Thus, an escalation of the arms
race was averted only by a firm
U.S. resolve to deploy new
missiles.
President Kennedy acknow
ledged this in 1963 when he
stated in regard to the limited
test ban treaty then under
negotiations with the Soviets:
"we know enough about
broken negotiations, secret
preparations and the advantage
gained.. . never to offer again
an uninspected moratorium."
This Kennedy statement il
lustrates the best way to ap
proach the freeze. Any true
freeze should include many
elements such as testing, pro
duction and deployment. The
U.S. does not have the capabili
ty to verify compliance of these
factors. We simply cannot af
ford to base our national securi
ty on trust alone.
On November 18, 1981,
President Reagan outlined four
principles to achieve improved

Photo by Michael Fowlkes

• •
arms control. 1) A significant
reduction in the arsenal of both
countries; 2) The establishment
of equal levels of arms on both
sides; 3) An agreement that is
based on verifiability; and 4) An
accord which will reduce the
risk of war and enhance U.S.
and allied security.
Presently,
American
negotiators are facing Soviet
negotiators
in
Geneva,
Switzerland, with a mandate for
bilateral reductions in strategic
weapons. Reagans START
(Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks) and Zero Option pro
posals offer a realistic answer to
the complex issue of arms con
trol. They are not a final
blueprint, they are the opening
offer in a long negotiation pro
cess that will lead to further of
fers and counter offers. They
will deal with the most
destabilizing elements of the
arsenals, leaving for later the
less dangerous ones. They will
include talks on verifying each
country's compliance. They are
the most comprehensive pro
posals ever laid out by a U.S.
President.
The currents and motivations
behind the freeze are something
to seriously think about. All
that glitters is not gold; The
overriding objective must be
bilateral, verifiable reductions
in nuclear arms.

Women's Week Volunteers Needed
In conjunction with Public
Relations Director Sara Finn
and Fashion Valley, the first big
event of the Alcala Women's
Club will involve scheduled
speakers from USD to appear
on three outdoor ships at the
local mall during Women's Op
portunity Week from October
18-22.
The ships—Ship Shape (on
health), Court Ship (on law and
society) and Scholar Ship (on
careers and business)—will of
fer USD faculty-member
presentations on various sub
jects directed towards Fashion
Valley shoppers and USD
students. In an effort to take
USD "off the hill," the event
will last daily from 1-5 p.m.
during the October week.

Presently, AWC is looking
for USD-based support in terms
of hosts and hostesses. If you
are a student who is available,
please fill out the attached cou
pon and return it to the Public
Relations Office, DeSales Hall.
Any number of volunteer hours
will be greatly appreciated.
ALCALA WOMEN'S CLUB
WOMEN'S OPPORTUNITY WEEK
I am available to help host/host
esses AWC efforts at Fashion
Valley during October 18-22. I
can help on:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
# of hours
Please return to
Public Relations,
DeSales Hall
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ORIENTATION '82
Photos by Michael Fowlkes

LEFT: August 30, 1982 marked
the beginning of Orientation
H'eek. Nearly 800 freshmen and
400 transfers moved on campus
to participate in the events
geared toward promoting cama
raderie and making the new
students feel welcome at USD.
For many students, it was the
first time away from their home
and familiar surroundings, so
the apprehension in the air was
justifiable and understandable.
RIGHT: To further aid the new
students to campus, an
energetic, hard-working Orien
tation Team helped move bags,
lockers, stereos, stuffed
animals, more stereos, more
clothes, and surfboards. Tim
Swett was only one of over 80
team members who, under the
great leadership of Jennifer
Treese, rushed and sweated and
loved every minute of it.

ABOVE: Sports Day, always great fun in the
past, was a great ice-breaker this year. How
could it not be, whether you were linked arm in
arm pretending to be a giant amoeba, or being
rolled over, or being sat upon, one could not help
but meet that body next to you.

There were so many events during that week. The
students were entertained at Sea World by the
"Up With People" troupe and killer whale
show. And then went "island" at the Hawaiian
luau. Competition was fast, furious and fun at
the fifth annual sand castle contest at Torrey
Pines Beach. Then they partied somemore in the
stands of San Diego Stadium at the Doobie
Brothers Concert. All in all, it was deemed a suc
cess by everyone who participated.

ABOVE: An orientation meeting for the parents helped to
wean them from the sons and daughters they were to leave at
USD. In efforts to alleviate some of their fears, speakers such
as Dean Burke and Pres. Hughes, informed them of many
aspects of USD previously unknown or unclear to them.
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The 'No Money'
Syndrome
by Bob Bartlett

When my dad told me 1
would have to use most of the
money I earned during the sum
mer to help pay for my tuition 1
said "WHAT?! Use all my hard
earned
dollars
FOR
SCHOOL?!! What are you try
ing to do anyway? Why can't
we use YOUR money?!!" I
never won money arguments
with my dad in the past and 1
wasn't about to win this one. So
1 submitted myself to the fact
that my Kenwood 260 watts per
channel hi-fidelity stereo com
ponents were going to have to
wait until next summer.
1 watched every penny as
closely as 1 could, not trying to
spend too much or at least not
spend it all at once. One of my
first stops was the bookstore. 1
knew before the day was over
that the line would be a mile
long so 1 thought I'd get there
early and avoid the rush.
"$150.00?!!" 1 shouted to
the clerk. "Are you completely
out of your skull?!! What's
your problem?! All 1 want are
school books, not brain
surgery. There's no way these
books can cost that much." By
this time 1 had the attention of
most everyone in the place. Un
fortunately after going over the
price of each book, one at a
time and adding it all up for
myself, I discovered that the
total was correct. As a matter of,
fact she had under rung me on
one book so the new total was
actually $152.86. Reluctantly I
wrote her the check and walked
out with a back pack full of
used books.
I knew 1 would have to face
the accounting office sooner or
later, so I thought 1 would be
merciful and end my misery as
quickly as possible. The line
seemed nearly a mile long.
"Great" 1 thought "with any
kind of luck, they'll be closed
before I get to the front."
However today the accounting
office was working with
remarkable efficiency and
before I knew it I was standing

•=n

in front of the window, pen in
hand, praying that there was in
fact a God.
"$135.00??!! A UNIT?! PER
UNIT?! You mean for every
single solitary unit I take, 1 have
to pay ONE HUNDRED AND
THIRTY FIVE DOLLARS?!
There's no way! Isn't there
some deduction you give to
students who have to pay their
own way?" I couldn't believe it,
all but thirty dollars of my sum
mer earnings were spent, demol
ished, destroyed, gone forever.
And this was just my FIRST
day. 1 left the accounting office
and headed for my car where 1
hoped 1 could make a quick
getaway from any more bills
that were lurking around. When
I got to my car there was what
looked like a police officer
writing me a ticket. "Wait a
minute!" 1 shouted "what are
you doing?" "I'm writing you a
ticket." he said. "But for what?
Is my car too short or some
thing?" "No, it's that you
don't have a parking sticker."
"A PARKING STICKER?!
Are you serious? You mean I
have to pay just to park my
car??!" "You got it." he said
calmly. "You've got to be kid
ding me. Well how much does it
cost?" "$25.00," he said.
"TWENTY FIVE BUCKS?!
Just to park my car between
these two skinny white lines.
There's no way!!" "Oh yes
there is a way and it's right on
the side of DeSales Hall in the
security office, you can pick up
your sticker there. And by the
way, you're going to want to
take this with you." He ripped
off the ticket and handed it to
me. "Great. How much is this
going to cost?" "It says it all on
the back of the ticket. You're a
big boy now so you can read
it." "Hose bag!" I though as he
drove off. I turned the ticket
over to see how much it would
cost. "Five Dollars?! I don't
believe this. I'm tapped. I have
absolutely NO money. I can't
even get a coke at McDonalds.

Photo by Michael Fowlkes

Seniors Put Your Degree To Work
ATTENTION SENIORS
Welcome back to your last
year at U.S.D. As you pursue
your academic goal of graduat
ing from this great institution,
you should also be preparing
for your professional future.
We would like to help you "put
your degree to work!"
The Career Counseling and
Placement Office offers you the
following services:
1) Individual counseling ap
pointments.
2) Workshops on resume
preparation and development of
interviewing skills (Scheduled
every Tues. and Thurs. at 11:15
in Serra 300B)
3) On-campus job interviews
with a variety of companies
(Monthly lists of recruiting
companies are available in ad
vance for October-November,
February-March-April)
4) Individualized referrals to
specific employers nationwide.
5) A specialized career
library with Job-search infor
mation, company brochures,
and other career-related
materials.

CONSIDERING A LAW CAREER?

-=u

Take advantage of these ser
vices now. Begin by coming to
workshops on Resume Prepara
tion and Interviewing Skills.
After these two workshops you
will be prepared to write your
own resume. You must attend a
workshop and submit copies of
your resume to our office in
order to schedule yourself for
the on-campus interviews start
ing in October. Recruiters from
banks, retail department stores,
accounting firms and many

other companies are coming to
campus this year. Interview
sign-ups are handled on a firstcome basis starting September
20, so get started right away on
the preparation process.
If you have any questions or
would like additional informa
tion, come by and see us in
Serra 303 or call extension 4212.
Barbara Burke
Linda Scales
Career Counseling and
Placement Office
LARRY KRAMER
Director of
Public Relations

TIRE SALES/
WAREHOUSES

5433 Gaines Street
San Diego, CA 92110

(714) 291-9150

Elias

l

FULL SERVICE
SALON

HAIR DESIGN

7608 Linda Vista Rd.
Mesa College Dr. to Hwy 163

V
268-8865

Innovators of Creative Hair Design.
The ultimate in hair cutting, offering the best quality and prices you can think of!!!
PERM (Body, Soft, Curly)

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Los Angeles, California
A representative from Southwestern University School of Law
will be on campus

Wednesday, September 22
Southwestern, the largest fully-accredited law
school in California, is a modern, urban institution
located in the Wilshire Centerarea of Los Angeles.
In the midst of major law firms and corporate
headquarters, the University is only a few miles

• a four year part-time day division, PLEAS
(Part time Legal Education Alternative at
Southwestern)
• a unique two-calendar year alternative curricular program. SCALE (Southwestern's
Conceptual Approach to Legal Education)

from state and federal court buildings, govern
ment law offices and regulatory agencies.
Students may apply to one of four courses of
study leading to the Juris Doctor degree:
• a three year full-time day division
• a four year part-time evening division

If vou are interested in learning more about the
legal profession, the law school experience and
the application process, please arrange to meet
with our representative by contacting

Career Counseling &
Placement Office
291-6480 ext. 4212

Southwestern University School of law has served tin- puhlu since 1911 as a nonprofit non-sectarian educational institution.
Southwestern University does not discriminateon tin- kisis of nn e. sex. religion, handicap, or national origin in connection withadmission
to the school, or in the administration ol any of its education, employment. financial

aid. scholarship, or student activity programs.

WOMEN (Cut & Cond. Included)
MEN (Cut & Cond. Incl.)
COND. TREATMENT
PRECISION CUT & STYLE (Blow Dry or SeV
WOMEN (Shampoo & Cond. Incl.)
MEN (Shampoo & Cond. Incl.)
FROSTING OR STEAKING
BLEACH TOUCH UP
EUROPEAN COLOR
CELLOPHANE & HENNA
SETS
FACIALS (Akfa Grey Skin Care)
MAKE UP (Professional)
INDIVIDUAL LASHES
MANICURE (Women & Men)
PEDICURE (Women & Men)
WAXING (Full Body)
(Leg Wax)
(Lip & Eyebrow)
(Bikini Wax)
SCULPTURED NAILS
FILLS
WRAPS & REPAIRS
HAND PAINTED NAIL DESIGN (PER NAIL)
BODY WRAP
SPOT WRAPPING
MASSAGE (Full Body)
EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES
JHERI-CALIF. CURL(Cut & Cond. Incl.)
PERM-RELAXER TOUCH UP
** COUPON**
EXPIRES 9/22

Reg.
48.00
42.00
10.00

First
Visit
35.00
30.00
6.00

18.00
14.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
30.00
8.50
20.00
15.00
15.00
8.00
15.00
60.00
35.00
12.00
20.00
45.00
20.00
15.00
2.00
40.00
14.00
30.00

14.00
10.00
25.00
20.00
14.00
15.00
6.50
15.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
40.00
25.00
7.00
13.00
32.50
15.00
12.00
1.00
28.00
10.00
20.00

50.00
35.00

40.00
20.00
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Computer Science Major Added

How Natural Are
Natural Sodas?

Ratings (flavor favorites at top)
Sweetener

Product

by Jessica Watson
As the frenzy of the computer
age begins to subside in the
business world, it is just
developing at USD. In order to
provide a curriculum that is
competative with other univer
sities, USD has implemented a
new Computer Science major
designed to offer students more
advantages in dealing with a
computer oriented world. In ad
dition, the Computer Science
minor has been broadened to in
clude an Information Science
minor.
According to the current
1982-84 Undergraduate Bulle
tin, "the Computer Science ma
jor has been constructed with
the additional objectives of pro
viding students a foundation in
computer science which will
create for them the flexibility
needed to pursue careers ir

Frogs,
Frogs,
Frogs

Computer Science or in related
fields..." The Computer
Science minor is geared towards
students "who have a general
interest in the workings and uses
of computers" while the Infor
mation Science minor is
directed at students with a
"special interest in the use of
computers to speed and im
prove flows of information in
and between organizations."
Although the number of com
puter courses has increased, the
computer facilities on campus
have not.
According to Dr. Langton,
"the computer resources on
campus are under the control of
the Academic Computing
Center". These resources are
not primarily for the Computer
Science major but serve the en
tire campus including both the
Business School and the School

of Education. The Academic
Computing Center is at the
point of planning a major
upgrade of the current facilities
in order to keep abreast of the
demands.
For those students interested
in pursuing a major in Com
puter Science, be forewarned:
this major will take at least
three years to complete if it is
begun now.
Although current freshmen
and sophmores will have the ad
vantage on completing this ma
jor on time, upperclassmen can
still elect to major in the Com
puter Science field, but will not
graduate on schedule. For more
information on the Computer
Science major or minor, contact
either Dr. Langton Math
Department, Serra Hall or Dr.
Pope, Computer Science Dept.,
DeSales Hall.

Clover honey blends
Honey Pure
Mountain Root Beer
Knudsen's Sparkling
None added
Fruit Juice
(Strawberry)

Price per ounce
(may vary)
Comments
7*
6.5*

Light & refreshing; nice blend
of honey and anise
Light & delicious; really tastes
like strawberries

Martinelli's Sparkling
Apple Juice

None added

8.4*

Crisp & quenching; flavor zings

Martinelli's Sparkling
Apple Cider

None added

12*

Corr's Ginseng Rush

Fructose

9.3*

Dr. Tima's Root Beer

Honey

6.9*

Elegant; nice as a non
alcoholic party beverage
(comes in liters)
Really tastes like ginseng
(uses American)
Flavored with sweet birch &
dove; authentic taste

NurtiPop Black Cherry High fructose corn
sweetener

5*

Light flavor, good effervescence

Dr. Tima's Ginseng
Natural Soda

5.9*

The most palatable of the
ginsengs (uses Siberian). Wellbalanced, "certified Kosher"
Refreshing with an "up" taste.
"The natural answer to 7 Up."

Honey

Hansen's Lemon Lime Fructose

5.5*

Quencher — Cherry

Pure natural fructose

5*

Rich, full-bodied, syrupy

Health Valley
Root Beer

Fructose & molasses

5.9*

Very adventurous flavor —
but strong on molasses

Honey Pure
Wild Black Cherry

Orange blossom honey

7.9*

Overpowering honey flavor

Knudsen's Sparkling
Fruit Juice - Grape

None added

6.5*

Not too sweet. "Raisiny."

Dr. Tima's Ginger Ale

Honey

6.9*

Richlife NutriPop
Lemon-Lime

Fructose

6*

"An ambitious attempt that failed
to capture the real spirit of
ginger ale."
Tinny

Quencher Root Beer

Fructose

5*

Tinny & weak. Drenched in
fructose.

BECOME A 4-LETTER MAN.

USD Theatre Arts program
has discovered our campus is
the home of an endangered
species—the ACTOR. Not one
of these rare creatures has been
sighted since school began even
though fall play auditions were
supposedly Friday and Satur
day. The females of the species,
known as ACTRESSES are also
extremely shy this semester, but
a few have been sighted near
C-20 and Camino Theatre circl
ing warily.
Could it be that ACTORS are
afraid of that tiny, harmless
amphibian known as the Frog?
Or could it be that this once
proud species, seen preening
openly on stage last Spring has
suddenly lost all of its egoes?
Surely the prospect of doing a
comedy in a toga, and thus ex
posing their limbs to public
scrutiny, cannot strike that
much terror in the male of the
species. If this is indeed an indi
cation of latent modesty the
Greek TG may be less lively this
year.
Rewards will be given for all
ACTORS spotted and the spot
ting confirmed by presenting
them at FALL AUDITIONS
this Friday at 3:00 p.m. in
Camino Theatre. Unfortunately
only second semester freshman
ACTORS and above are con
sidered fair game and in season.
If any of this vanishing breed
should read this, You will not
get wet! Only the Frogs, five
lovelies from the swim team as
of this writing, will be in the
pool.

Why are a lot of college men and women
becoming buddies in Army ROTC?
Probably because Army ROTC is full of
the kind of people other people go out of their
way to meet.
ROTC students tend to be high achievers
who are interested in more than their studies.
They're popular students with a serious side,
but who like to have a good time, too.

In other words, when people join Army
ROTC they often meet people a lot like them
selves.
For more information, contact your Professor
of Military Science.

Contact Captain James A. Wells

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
(714) 265-4943
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Descanso Invaded
By S.A.A.
by Desiree Wharton
mis past weekend The Uni
versity of San Diego Student
Alumni Association spent a
a very productive and enjoyable
two days in the mountains of
Descanso, 45 minutes east of
San Diego. The SAA consists of
a group of students selected on
the basis of high involvement
and interaction with other USD
students, G.P.A., and reco
mmendation by past and pre
sent members of the SAA. Their
main objective is to stimulate
student relations and to main
tain communication and in
volvement with the Alumni As
sociation of USD.
Planned events such as horsebackriding, swimming, dancing
at the local saloon and horseshoes took place as well as

unplanned events. The latter in
cluded an "amazingly different
dance act" (performed by A.
Jackson Muecke, Matty San
doval and friends), unexpected
tossing of clothed membership
into the swimming pool, and in
retaliation a dinner of spicier
than usual spaghetti for those
deserving... The highlight of
the weekend was the planning
and discussing of the many pro
jects for the 1982-1983 school
year. New and also traditionally
sponsored SAA events included
the "Dinner's for Two" raffle
[which will be held this fall],
fund raising events [soon to be
unveiled], Alumni Phonathon,
Alumni Christmas Mass, Career
Day, Community Outreach and
the final event, the very successful Senior Banquet.

The yearbook, The Alcala,
may not reach you as a student
until May, but the preparation
for its publication begins many
months in advance.
"Clairemont Studios" is no
longer under contract with the
yearbook. "Reyman Studios,"
located at 3703 Fourth Ave, will
be handling all of the
undergraduate pictures, in
cluding Senior portraits.
Seniors have until October 9 to
have their portraits taken if they
wish to be included in the year

book. For a Senior appointment
call 291-2601. Undergraduates
who missed their scheduled
photo day may have their pic
tures taken on Tuesday,
September 21 between 9-4 in the
Student Union.

Yearbook Changes

The yearbook will feature
more color and extensive
coverage of all facets of USD
life including on and off cam
pus events. Yearbooks may be
purchased in the bookstore for
$15.00.

Williams Joins English Dept.
Concerned, thoughtful, help
ful, and courteous were all ad
jectives Dr. Irene Williams used
to describe the faculty and stu
dents at the University of San
Diego. These words also
describe the most recent addi
tion to our English department.
Dr. Williams, who received a
Ph.D. in American Literature
and Culture from Columbia
University in New York has
been teaching at San Diego
State University since 1975. Her
insight into the differences be
tween the two campuses offers
an interesting look at the diver
sity in the teaching environ
ment.
The hustle and bustle con
tends Dr. Williams, often leaves
little time for thoughtfulness.
Here at USD she hopes this will
change. She has already taken
notice of the disproportionate
number of people who smile
here and she is happy to see this
kind of mood among the under
graduate students.
The physical environment
also attracted Dr. Williams,
pointing out the windows in the
classrooms and the beautiful,
roomy surroundings.
Dr. Williams is quite obvious
ly very concerned about the
educational process, her dedica
tion to her profession is rare in
deed. She is not interested in the

Dr. Irene Williams

Photo by Shawn O'Hearn

Outside of teaching she re
banking system of education,
where-by you deposit informa mains very active. She resides
tion into the student, but is with her husband in downtown
more interested in teaching the San Diego where, they have
critical process", so that the in renovated an old three story
dividual can teach him/her self. hotel, which has become their
She tries to encourage con home. Jokingly, she calls her
fidence in her students and self and her husband "pioneers of
enhance their ability to do this. downtown redevelopment."
Currently she is working on a
She is interested in the teach manuscript on Ralph Waldo
ing of writing and admits Emerson, his circle of intellect
writing is a very "risky busi uals, and their pursuit of indi
ness." "First", she says, "you vidual perfection. She finds
have to take the emotional risk writing it to be both challenging
of finding out what you think. and self satisfying.
Then," she continues, "you
In an overall picture Dr.
have to take the risk of making Williams proves to be quite a re
that plain to other people." She markable person, and on a per
is not hesitant to say that taking sonal level she is amiable, court
pains is very important, while eous, helpful, but perhaps most
adding the rewards are well important she has a genuine
worth it.
concern for the individual.

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Now you can rent all the furniture you want and get the eighth month absolutely free.
Here's the deal. Come into any GranTree Furniture Rental showroom between now
and October 31,1982. Look over the goods and make a selection ($39 monthly minimum).
There's an awful lot of styles and colors to choose from. But we're patient, so take
your time. And don't worry about getting it home. We deliver.
You're going to be surprised at how affordable it is. Especially come the eighth
month. Because that month you don't pay us a dime. That's right. We'll give you the
eighth month free.
.
. .
It's a pretty sweet deal. But it doesn't last forever. This offer expires midnight,
October 31,1982.
And the sooner you take advantage of it, the sooner that eighth month is going to
roll around.
Because college
costs enough already.

GranTfcerfp)
FURNITURE RENTAL

1210 West Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92110
(714)276-6741

5232Jackson Drive
La Mesa, CA 92041
(714)582-2500

1906 Oceanside Blvd., Suite H
Oceanside, CA 92054
(714)433-5551

733 Broadway
Chula Vista, CA 92010
(714)427-3232

(No otheroffers apply.)

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt
Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka • Manila, Philippines • Hong Kong
•Keelung, Taiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write:Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call
(714) 771-6590).
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Curtis Exhibit:
Indian Venus
"Edward S. Curtis: The In
dian Venus," an exhibition
drawn from Edward Curtis'
photographic of America's
native civilizations, will be held
at the University of San Diego's
Founders Gallery
from
September 21 to October 21.
Admission is free to
Founders Gallery which is open
on weekdays from noon to 5:00
p.m., and on Wednesdays from
noon to 9:00 p.m.
Fifty gold-toned photographs
comprise the exhibition selected
from USD's complete collec
tion, "North American In
dians," the monumental work
of pioneer western photo
grapher Edward Sheriff Curtis
(1868-1952). Amassed by Curtis
between 1907 and 1920, the full
study includes 1500 prints and
was limited to 500 editions.
"The Indian Venus" depicts
a seldom recognized theme of
Curtis' work. According to

Therese Whitcomb, art pro
fessor and Gallery director,
"The exhibition is a synthesis
of what, in Curtis' judgment,
must have been the epitomy of
beauty among native Ameri
cans at the end of the century."
In order to document the
dignity and valor of what he
believed to be a vanishing civil
ization, Curtis visited with
western tribes and took over
40,000 gold-tone plates. Pro
fessor Whitcomb relates, "Cur
tis labored patiently among the
western tribes, earning their
trust in order to record with im
agination, sound composition
and the best of current
methods, a culture which was
then endangered."
Theodore Roosevelt, a great
admirer of Curtis, wrote the
forward to the accompanying
twenty volume study. The Pierport Morgan Foundation spon
sored its publication.

Film Forum Begins A
Successful New Year
by Joseph Mularky
The University of San
Diego's A.S.B. Film Forum,
under the direction of Peter
McGuine, is developing into an
exciting University resource.
Utilizing fresh ideas, McGuine
has given the Film Forum a pro
fessional air. It is an organiza
tion U.S.D. can be proud of
having.
This year the Forum will pre
sent popular motion pictures,
chosen from direct student in
put. Using new equipment,
especially designed for U.S.D.'s
facilities (Camino Theater and
Salomon Lecture Hall), each
screening will be free of the pro
blems which plagued last year's
presentations. The new equip
ment includes a new sound
system, replacing the inade-

quate, aggravating equipment
of previous years.
On September 24, the Film
Forum will be proud to present
U.S.D.'s traditional screening
of Animal House. This frenetic
satire of college life during the
early 1960's is scheduled to be
presented at seven o'clock, in
Camino Theatre, following the
"Toga T.G." Also planned for
this semester are such favorites
as: Heaven Can Wait (9/28),
Star Wars (10/2&3), M*A*S*H
(11/6), Rocky III (12/3), two
film festivals and much more.
Admission to all showings is
free except for the screening of
Star Wars and Rocky III (The
cost of bringing these movies to
the U.S.D. campus forced the
Film Forum to charge a
nominal fee.)

Thank God For 'TG's'
"Tradition," was the word
used to describe USD's
T.G.I.F. Last Friday after
noon, tradition continued. The
theme for the opening "TG"
was "Welcome Back," and
welcome it did. New students
and old alike were welcome to
all the beer, and soft drinks
available. Although the crowds
were gathered around the kegs,
there was plenty of room for
socializing. The grass was a
mire of mud, but the weather
did pull through and at least a
little bit of sun shine made it
feel like a Friday afternoon.
The parking situation was
handled well by USD security,
and the long climb up the hill,
to the sports center, did not

seem to bother anyone.
If you missed last Friday's
TG do not miss next week's
wild affair. The time will be the
same (3:00-5:00) at the sports
center. The theem will be
"Togasius: the god of Togas."
What better way to wear out
last year's toga, or to get rid of
that tattered pillo case, than to
show up in toga. (Remember,
when in Rome do as the
Romans). Also schedule for
Friday night is the screening of
Animal House, in Camino
Theatre. And at nine o'clock
the Toga Dance will begin in the
court in front of the main
cafeteria. So skip the usual Fri
day night orgy at "Caesar's"
and follow the road to Rome, at
USD.

From left to right, Lauren Bacall, Dick Cavett, Carol Burnett and Glenda Jackson star in Robert
Altman's Health , a film distributed by Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.

Altman's Health

by Paul Gordon
Robert

Altman's

distribution,
sharply

of

the

possibly

extreme

because

tiiliiculLy

QjL

satirical look at healthconscious fitness fanatics,
Health, is an interesting portrait
of middle America, a plastic
community complete with
Marching Bands, Barbershop
Quartets and The Establishment
in all its glory.
Like Altman's Nashville and

finding the right audience for it.
Similar to Francis Ford Coppolla's One From The Heart,
the film is sumply un
marketable. Altman records the
political infighting and show
business attitudes of these
fitness obsessed characters with
his typical overlapping of
A Wedding, Health features a dialogue and dark humor.
large cast of eccentric comic
The acting in Health is quite
performers, headed by Glenda good, especially the role whom
Jackson and Lauren Bacall as Carol Burnett portrays, for she
rival candidates for the is actually the dominant char
presidency of the health foods acter of the film. Her
organization which sponsors the deliverance of dialogue is suffi
annual fitness convention in St. ciently noteworthy, especially in
Petersburg, Florida where the one sequence in which she is ac
action takes place. Among the cusing candidate Glenda
other bizarre conventioneers: Jackson of being a transexual.
Carol Burnett as a sexually It must have been a hard part
frustrated White House for her to act realistically in.
representative, James Garner as Many of the scenes are very ab
Burnett's ex-husband, now surdist in nature, such as when
hustling for Bacall's candidacy; the third independent candidate
Paul Dooley as an ignored third is found on the bottom of a
candidate, Henry Gibson as a swimming pool, face down
political saboteur and Dick under water. The audience later
Cavett, playing himself.
finds out that it was just a
Health has had very lousy publicity stunt to get himself

more votes. The film is very
funny even though it makes yot
feel sorry for the characters ir
the film because they are just sc
pathetic.
Reminiscent of Normar
Lear's television serial, Mart
Hartman, Mary Hartman, in
which Louise Lasser portrayed
a suburban housewife facing
outrageous crisis after crisis,
Health is the kind of film which
is at one point stupid and yet at
another point very gripping and
funny.

HEAVEN
CAN
WAIT

Beer Raffle Held
The M.E.Ch.A. club of USD,
once again, will hold a "round
the clock Beer Raffle." This
year's prize will be a case of
"Dos Equis" beer, imported
from Mexico. A "round the
clock beer raffle is a contest, in
which a clock is wound ten
times, then allowed to run until
it stops. The person who buys
the minute on or closest to
where the clock stops wins the
grand prize. Minutes will be

sold for twenty-five cents a
piece or five minutes for a
dollar. The winner will be an
nounced at the upcoming
"Toga TG" September 24th.
The winner need not be present.
Minutes will be sold from 12-2
p.m., in front of Serra Hall.
Proceeds will be added to the
Mecha book scholarship. Best
of luck to all, and see you at the
"Togasius T.G."

Heaven Can Wait
9-29, 9 p.m.
Salomon Lecture Hall
Admission Free
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US Festival: A Gathering Of Sorts
by Louis Musser
Many USD students along
with thousands of other people,
found themselves ending their
summer at the US Festival at
Glen Helen Regional Park, just
north of San Bernadino. Al
though the festival was some
what overpublicized as the
Woodstock of the eighties,
those who missed the event
missed out on what will prob
ably go down as the most
significant social statement

from the youth in this period.
The festival consisted of
musical and technological ex
travaganza with camping facili
ties available for campers and
recreational vehicles. The show
was made possible by the
"money fountain" of youth,
Steve Wozniack, inventor of the
Apple Computers who utilized
some twelve million dollars to
finance the show. The bands
which performed during this
three day festival included:

Fri: The Gang of Four, and somewhat boring. Overall, stand) Sunday, Fleetwood Mac
Ramones, The English Beat, the quality of the performances was billed over The Grateful
Oingo Boingo, The B-52's, was mediocre and at some Dead. In this light, it wasn't the
Talking Heads, and The Police. points disappointing. High bands that made the show uni
Sat: Dave Edmunds, Eddie lights were Pat Benatar, The que, and certainly no one went
Money, The Cars, The Kinks, Police, and The Grateful Dead. to look at the computers (sorry
Pat Benatar, and Tom Petty Except in the case of The Steve!) as was evidenced by vir
Police, the performances were tually empty tents which housed
and the Heartbreakers.
Sun: The Grateful Dead, Jery contrary to the billing. The the computer exhibits. So why
Jeff Walker, Jimmy Buffett, Police received top billing for was the US festival so signifi
Jackson Browne, and Fleet Friday, while Tom Petty was cant?
The answer was the at
wood Mac.
billed over Pat Benatar Satur
To review all of the bands day. (Why he would be billed mosphere. Not the 100—115°
that played would be tedious over anyone, I'll never under- heat peaks, but the mood that
was created by the thousands of
people that were gathered
together. Official estimates of
audience size ranged from
220,000-300,000. It is difficult
to estimate a precise number be
cause there were no turnstiles.
Also, because of the large
number of trespassers, the esti
mate taken from ticket sales
would also be inaccurate. Many
people tend to stay clear of this
type of concert because of the
masses involved. This may be
because usually one ends up be
ing treated like a herded animal,
due to limited space and strict
crowd control procedures. This
was not the case at US. More
than a thousand acres were uti
lized which provided ample

parking, and enough space so
that everyone could find a place
to spread a blanket and gear the
music through stacks for
speaker cabinets over two
stories high.

This calculator thinks business.
TheTI Student Business Analyst.
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions—the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortiza
tions and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business.
With the Student
Business Analyst.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
I 1^82 Texas Instruments

Binoculars were necessary to
see the stage from a distance
during the day. At night, two
traditional movie screens pro
vided the entire audience with a
clear view of the live perform
ances. Also utilized was a high
technology screen similar to
those employed during sporting
events which provided a very
detailed view of the performers.
Although a few people had to
receive first aid for heat exhaus
tion. There were plenty of water
facilities provided for over
heated feat goers including:
over 20 watering troughs and
two separate shower areas.
Shower areas were fun and
unusual. About twenty-four
showers, arranged three by
eight and spaced about twenty
feet apart were located on each
side of the backstage area. For
about seven minutes every half
an hour each shower would
radiate cool, clear water on the
anxious, heat wear Us'ers.
(Some of whom were so af
fected by the heat that they were
compelled to remove all of their
clothing and jump about in the
rain-like shower.) There was
also a pond which added to the
'oasis in the desert' type atmos
phere but ironically it was clos
ed due to contamination from
the insecticide used.
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rookies.
It is back into the brightly
sunlit streets where one's eye
scans the crowded sidewalks
seeing everything from street
vendors to musicians to beggars
and an abundance of small
children tugging at coatails try
ing to sell wares of their own.
The dusty air is penetrated with
the aroma of baked goods, hot
tamales and tacos. Speaking of
tacos—the absolute best south
of the border has to be "La
Especial Tacos" located at 702
Revolucion Ave. Don't let the
small walk-up window fool
you—these freshly made tacos
are awesome and what's more
only 30' each. "La Especial
Tacos" is nestled in a shopping
and restaurant square named
after its leading restaurant
"Margarita Village."
Margarita Village restaurant
features 12 flavors of margaritas and buffet style mexican
food with unlimited seconds for
$5.00 including cheese en
chiladas, fruit and green salads,
beans, rice, mexican stew and
tostadas. The food is good and
the atmosphere pleasant. Also
Margarita Village features
waiters of a different sort who
pose as celebrities, bringing
your order by bicycle and ac
companied by a song.
A saunter down the street is
the infamous Rio Rita Bar.
Maybe a "hole in the ground"
this quaint establishment lies
below street level and features
American jukebox, T.V. and
killer Tequila Sauza Blanca at

$1.00 a toss. Our staff rates it as
a fun cantina, and agrees that it's
worth a second visit on the way
back to the border.
Colorful pinatas and the
swirling skirts of mexican
dancers add to the lively and
tropical atmosphere of "El
Somgrea." The margaritas are
tasty and cheap for $1.00.
The well known "Tia Juana
Tilly's" restaurant on the corner
of 7th and Revolucion offers
fine Mexican and American
cuisine and unique decor. The
ceilings are covered with menus
from all over the world with lit
tle wall space left among all
kinds of paraphernalia in
cluding hats, bags, license
plates, movie posters and
business cards. Regular Tijuana
goers know the prices are slight
ly higher at "Tia Juana Tilly's"
(with Margarita at $2.50), but if
atmosphere is what you are
looking for, Tilly's fits the bill.
If your interest is horseracing, Agua Caliente Racetrack is
the place to go with thorough
bred races held each Saturday
and Sunday. The first race is at
12:30 and general admission is
$5.00.
Observe the "world's fastest
sport," at the Jai Alai exhibi
tions played at Fronton Palacio,
centrally located on Revolucion
Ave. This event takes place Fri
day thru Wednesday and
general admission is $2.00.
"El Toreo" is one of Tijuana's
Bullrings located in town. A few
miles outside Tijuana is The
"Bull-Ring-By-The-Sea" at Playas de Tijuana.

'HONESTY, LOYALTY, TRUST,
FRIENDSHIP.. thestj are^ th&
unseen qualities that makethe^
men of PHI KAPPA THETA
FRATERNITY - sinceip our
first days 93 years ago. If you
arelooking to add fun and
excitement to your college^ years
and gain something that will
last a lifetime, then consider
PHI KAPPA THETA...
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.., because we believe there
is more to college liftj."

Tijuana: A Second Look
Cardboard shacks riddle the
surrounding hills. Beggars free
ly roam the streets asking for
handouts. The children are mal
nourished and the parents,
aged, and weary.
For all its charm and enter
tainment it is hard, even after a
few drinks, to ignore the pover
ty of Tijuana. For so many San
Diegans, Tijuana is a welcome
haven for inexpensive groceries
and necessity items. For college
students it offers a welcome re
lief from the pressures of
homework, and a way to get
liquor if underage, but to those
who live within its boundaries it
proves to be more of a little bit
of hell right here on earth, than
a recreational spot.
It is hard to imagine two cities
being so close and yet so drastic
ally different. San Diego is a

relatively wealthy, clean town,
while Tijuana proves to be just
the opposite. The initial shock
doesn't wear off until going
home, somewhere between the
border and the green hills of
Presidio Park. Even then the
thought of children begging at
the ages or three and four is in
deed a sobering one. One after
the other they approach you,
hand outstretched, waving a fan
or clutching a box of gum and
each time the words "no
gracias" come out with less
ease. Each child is a painful
reminder of the true personality
of this town that lies just miles
from a mecca of wealth.
For every child seen, there a
thousand others unwilling, or
unable to walk the streets of
downtown Tijuana. Even so
these children are considered

lucky to be on the border where
American dollars are plentiful.
Further south the situation
grows even more grim, with the
current Peso crunch making it
almost impossible for the im
poverished to live.
There is not much that can be
done. A quarter here and there
will help only those willing to
walk the streets, but does little
to alleviate the problem. The
bars, shops, and dance halls,
referred to in a related article,
are but a single bright spot in
the dark reality of Tijuana.
There is no escape from see
ing the poverty, one can only
turn their head, and hope that
in the future this will change,
that somehow the promise of a
better tomorrow will not die, a
promise that remains, as yet,
unanswered.

'Women And Issues Seminar'
"Women and Issues: An Interfaith Seminar Series" will be
offered for the first time at the
University of San Diego begin
ning September 30 from 7:30 to
9:00 a.m. in the DeSales Hall
Board Room.
Registration is $10 for each of
the six seminars sponsored by
USD's Continuing Education in

Senior Portraits
The deadline for
senior portraits is
October 9. Call
Reyman Studios for
an appointment at
291-2601.

cooperation with the San Diego
County Edumenical Conference
and the National Conference of
Christians and Jews. Advance
registration is encouraged. Call
293-4585.
Each seminar includes pre
sentation, materials and con
tinental breakfast.
The new series opens on
September 30 with the seminar,
"Women and Religion: A
Global View," led by Mary B.
Maschal, recent coordinator for
Women and Religion Task
Force, Pacific Southwest
District of the Unitarian
Church. This seminar examines
the impact of the feminist
movement on women in reli
gion, and it includes experiences
of women from Third World
countries and from nontraditional religions.
On October 7, clinical psy
chologist Patricia Lindquist,

Ph.D. presents "Mid-Life: The
Unresearched Season of a
Women's Life." Dr. Lindquist
relates, "While many signifi
cant changes in human life are
celebrated in joy, the mid-life
passage is greeted with fear and
ignorance," Dr. Lindquist ad
dresses recent research that ex
plores the dynamics of growth
through
and
beyond
menopause.
"Woman Wit: Strategies and
Sexism," on October 21, ex
amines how the symbolic and
actual structures of religious
organizations impact our think
ing and feeling; an exploration
is made of how symbols, stories
and language conflict with the
reality of contemporary re
ligious institutions. Rev. Carole
G. Keim, M. Div., Associate
Conference Minister, Southern
California Conference, United
Church of Christ, presents the
seminar.
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Getting The Most Out Of Your Financial Aid
Now that the 1982-83 school
year is upon us, most students
are once more in the process of
getting themselves accustomed
to the hustle and bustle of col
lege life. With over sixty percent
of the USD student body receiv
ing some type of financial
assistance, this often means
some thought of financial aid.
Fortunately for most students
their awards are complete.
There are some students, how
ever, who still have uncon
firmed awards or may be con
sidering enrolling for less than
the number of units on which
their financial aid awards were
based.

For these students and for all
financial aid recipients, here are
some tips and information to
help with financial aid for this
year as well as for the future.
Students should use this infor
mation as a sort of check list to
make sure that they have taken
care of their end of the process.
Change in Units:
—Students enrolling for less
units than their Notice of Finan
cial Assistance indicated may
have their awards reduced.
—Students enrolling for less
than full-time will probably
have their aid reduced because
of federal and state regulations.

—Since grant/scholarship aid is
related to the cost of tuition and
fees, the difference between the
cost of the units actually taken
and the cost of the units upon
which your award is based will
approximate the reduction in
grant/scholarship aid.
Pell Grant:
—Before any Pell Grant can be
confirmed: Three complete,
correct Student Aid Reports
(SAR) must be on file in the
financial aid office. Any addi
tional information requested by
the financial aid office (e.g. tax
returns) must be submitted to
the office.

ffazee^

o/ OFF RETAIL ON ALL DRAFTING SUPPLIES.
70 TABLES. LAMPS. STOOLS. DRAWING
INSTRUMENTS. TEMPLATES ETC.

25

PLUS THESE ADDITIONAL SAVINGS!
PEN SETS

Durable plastic box with hinged trays.

1 TRAY, Reg. *9.50
2 TRAY, Reg. *12.50
3 TRAY, Reg. *19.95

*6.49
'8.95
'13.95

ARTIST COLORS
PRE-TESTED Titantium
White, Ig. 5oz., Reg. *6.80

*3.99

LIQUITEX Acrylic Titanium
White, 5oz„ Reg. '3.80
*2.29

RAPID O GRAPH 7 Pen
Technical Drawing Set,
Reg. '64.95

'34.95

REFORM 4 Pen
Technical Drawing Set,
Reg. '39.50

'22.95

SHEAFFER Calligraphy
Drawing Pen Set, with
instruction booklet,
Reg. '9.95

*7.49

SALE GOOD THRU OCT. 2, 1982.

FRflZEE P/HIMT
CHULA VISTA
895 Third
422-8331

ESCONDIDO
615 N EscondidoBlvd
745-1234

LA JOLLA
1033 Silverado
454-0729

PACIFIC BEACH
980 Hornblend
483-0650

DOWNTOWN
SAN DIEGO
1760 5th Avenue
232-8147

GROSSMONT
5349 Jackson Dr
460-7710

MISSION VALLEY
5448 Mission Ctr Rd
297-4242

POWAY
12511 Poway Rd
486-0671

EL CAJON BLVD.
33rd & El Cajon Blvd
280-5290

KEARNY MESA
4802 Convoy
279-5533

OCEANSIDE
1793 Downs St
757-7610

SAN YSIDRO
4545 Camino de la Plaza
426-6151

Pell Grants
P.O. Box 92440
Los Angeles, CA 90009
Submit the corrected copies
to the financial
aid office as
soon as they are received.
—If you have not responded to
a request for additional infor
mation, do so immediately.
Your Pell Grant cannot be pro
cessed without the information.
—If your family's financial sit
uation has changed because of a
death, divorce, or loss of in
come, you may be able to
qualify for an increase in Pell
Grant eligibility. Go to the
financial aid office to discuss
submitting a Special Conditions
Form.
—In any event, please allow the
financial aid office at least two
weeks to review and process
your grant for payment (as long
as no additional information is
required).
Guaranteed Student Loans:

OFF RETAIL ON MOST ART SUPPLIES

ART BOXES

—If corrected SAR's are needed
(this could arise from discrep
ancies between estimated and
actual income, exemptions,
taxes paid, etc.): Make the ap
propriate corrections on one
copy of the SAR and submit to
Pell Grant for corrections. The
address is:

—If you have not yet received
your loan check: The check will
be sent to the school or to you.
(If it is sent to you, you must
bring it to the financial aid of
fice.) You will be notified by the
financial aid office when your
check arrives. The disbursement
takes place in the student ac
counts office. If a refund is due,
it normally takes five days to
process the refund in the
accounting office. Remember,
it usually takes eight to ten
weeks from the time you apply
for the check to arrive.
—If you are applying now:
There is still time to apply for a
loan for the current school year.
But, don't delay! Time is runn
ing out. Come to the financial
aid office to pick up the applica
tion and data sheet. New federal
regulations require applicants to
qualify on the basis of income
(parents' income is required for
dependent students). If you do
not qualify for a Guaranteed
Student Loan, come to the
financial aid office for informa
tion on a Guaranteed Parental
Loan.
—Plan ahead. Even if you app
ly now, the check will not arrive
for at least two months.

—If your Cal Grant is still
estimated: If you have received
any correspondence from the
California Student Aid Com
mission (CSAC) indicating the
amount of your award or a
denial, bring a copy of that let
ter to the financial aid office. If
you have not heard from

CSAC, you should contact
them as soon as possible at (916)
322-2290. If you are on an alter
nate list, you will have to wait
for the decision of the CSAC.
USD has no authority to award
Cal Grant.
—If you enroll for less than
full-time your award will prob
ably be reduced.
—Cal Grant B recipients:
—CGB subsistence checks are
sent monthly to USD for nine
months beginning in Septem
ber. They should be picked up
in the student accounts office
around the fifteenth
of each
month.
—Pick up your check promptly.
If you do not pick up your
check, it must be sent back and
will be cancelled. If you fail to
pick up two consecutive checks,
your Cal Grant B will be can
celled by the CSAC.
Private Scholarships:
—Those students who are ex
pecting scholarships from or
ganizations outside of the uni
versity will not receive confirm
ed awards until the check is
received by USD from the
donor.
—Some donors may require
proof of registration before sen
ding scholarship checks to the
university. It is a student's
responsibility to see that this is
done. If there are questions as
to who should provide the proof
of registration to the donor,
contact the financial aid office.
Appeals:
—If you have filed an appeal,
please allow at least two weeks
for the financial aid committee
to review your request. This
time period will vary through
out the year based on the
volume of requests requiring the
committee's time.
—Remember, it is in your best
interest to allow the committee
sufficient time to review your
appeal thoroughly.
Follow-Ups:
—Even though aid has been ap
plied to your account, your
award may not be complete.
The financial aid office may
have requested information
from you. If you have not
replied to a request, do so im
mediately to avoid possible
withdrawals of aid.
Finally, if you still have ques
tions about your aid, feel free to
come into the financial aid of
fice. Along with the full-time
staff, there are twelve student
assistants who are looking for
ward to helping you. If they are
not able to answer your ques
tion, you will be directed to the
person best able to help you.
It is a goal of the financial aid
office to complete and confirm
students' awards quickly so
students can concentrate their
energies on the important
business of their studies.
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I This Is San Diego

A Bit of History, Entertainment, Culture

OLD TOWN
By Emily Schell

As a suggestion from a
hardworking, book-bound
USD student; a nice leisurely
day off-campus at one of San
Diego's main attractions could
help relieve the pressures and
tensions of school. If you have
a car, this requires a short five
minute drive (and about 25
minutes to park). If you would
like to avoid parking woes, its
only a brief 20 minute walk to
a place where your worries
may be forgotten and the day
spent sightseeing, shopping,
eating and enjoying.
Old Town State Historic
Park—so much is covered in
the name. The park is a recrea
tion of early California life in
the Mexican and American
periods. It displays a long
history of significant cultural
growth through the restora
tion of buildings, museums
and exhibits. Yet the park also
shows to San Diego, and its
tourists, a "living park" as
businesses and people crowd
the 6'A square block area daily
for a number of reasons. The
atmosphere is a comfortable
blend of early Spanish-Indian
culture with its old buildings,
landscape and ocassional
strolling musicians.
From the early 1820's to the
early 1870's, Old Town was
the commercial, political and
social center of San Diego.
Old Town is referred to as the
place where California was
born. During this period,
when the Spanish colonized
the Indian tribes living here, a
plaza was developed to form
the center of this growing
community. Homes, a schoolhouse, the San Diego Union
newspaper building, a stage
coach stable, and stores form
ed the original town of San

Diego.
As San Diego expanded,
and businesses moved to New
Town, the buildings remained
until Old Town was declared a
state historic park. This led to
the reconstruction and restora
tion of the community.
Of the 11 main casas open
to visitors, each holds its own
historical contribution to the
park. The stories they tell
through structure and the tales
told by tour guides take you
back to the days of adobe
homes, kilns and moccasins.
The Mason Street school is an
interesting part of Old Town
as the first public schoolhouse
in San Diego. The Seely
Stables offer a collection of
horse-drawn vehicles, saddles,
branding irons, and other
Western memorabilia to the
public. The Stables also have a
slide presentation which takes
you back to the days when a
trip from their stables to Los
Angeles took two days where
as today, the trip requires only
two hours. Near the Seely
Stables is Old Town's Opera
House which features authen
tic 19th century melodrama.
The Opera House was just
built in 1979 for those in
terested in acting and for the
public's convenience of a
theatre offering professional
material. The playhouse is
small
and
adequately
decorated in Old Town's same
pre-1900's style. The play
"Dracula" will make its debut
October 14th at the House.
Heritage Park, just outside of
the park, is a row of preserved
Victorian style homes and
shops which contrast the
adobe and wooden frame
structures in town.
Other points of interest include: El Campo Santa, an old

Spanish cemetary, the Whaley
House (supposedly haunted),
a Peace Garden across from a
Catholic church, and the first
newspaper office in San
Diego.
These historic buildings and
various museums add to the
cultural atmosphere that the
park creates. Some people
prefer Old Town for educa
tional purposes (class field
trips), some simply enjoy this
journey back in time, and
some find pleasure shopping
in the malls or dining at a
favorite restaurant.
Many come to Old Town to
shop, and indeed, the park is a
great place to do so. The re
cent addition of Old San
Diego Square has attracted
much attention with its
multilevel structure of 38 in
teresting shops and restau
rants. Anything, but practical
items, may be found here and
throughout the park. Bazaar
del Mundo contains a design
center and artisan shops
featuring a variety of Mexican
and Indian handcrafts and ar
tifacts. A gazebo is the center
of the mall and stages
Mariachi bands and Spanish
dancers with frequent perfor
mances. When visiting the
Bazaar del Mundo, most find
it a must to sample (and resample) a bit of Mexican
pastry at La Panaderia with an
authentic Churro (this really
adds to your day!).
Walking around the park
and browsing through the
various curio shops will lead
you through Squibob Square,
Presidio Plaza, Casa de Lopez
(a unique collection of over
ten thousand candles), Old
Town Village, and Old Town
Mercado.

Seeking refuge from a storm
at sea, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo
sailed into San Diego Bay in
1542. Discovering this beautiful
land of San Diego, Cabrillo
travelled northward and
claimed all of California for his
majesty, the King of Spain. The
San Diego Bay was later
christened in 1602.
The native Indians, these
Spaniards, the Mexicans, and
the "white man" have all influ
enced and formed the exciting
city of San Diego, California.
Today, San Diego is the se
cond largest city in California
and is known to most as having
a low-keyed lifestyle. Business is
big, but so are the beaches, the
youth, the quality. Growth is
seen as one ventures downtown.
Highrise buildings are shooting
up all over town and this leaves
one wondering which direction
San Diego is headed in. Our
small town has branched out to
its many communities and is
growing daily.
"Improvements" are such in
the remodeling of downtown.
The Gaslamp Quarter District
has yet to be completed as does
the reconstruction of the Horton Plaza area. Construction,
development, improvement,...

We still have our beautiful
coastline and a spectacular Mis
sion Bay park. Recreation is an
important factor in the life of a
San Diegan. Beach sports (overthe-line, volleyball, running) are
popular as weather conditions
are quite suitable. Leisure. Un
fortunately, the town isn't well
known for its nightlife.
Attractions to "America's
Finest City" (celebrated annual
ly) include: the world's largest
zoo in Balboa Park, Sea World,
Old Town, Seaport Village,
Coronado Island, Military
bases, Presidio Park,. . .Sports,
shopping, dining, entertainment
are all highlights of this special
Southern California city we
now live in.
Three main college campuses
(SDSU, UCSD, USD) attract
students from all parts of the
country. If you are unfamiliar
with San Diego, the Vista hopes
to aid you in this area and will
highlight points of interest for
you. Suggestions, comments
and constructive criticism are
invited. What do you want to
know about San Diego? We'll
do our best to fulfill your re
quests. San Diego is truely an
exciting, lively place. . This is
SAN DIEGO!

DOS AMIGOS
MEXICAN FOOD

Friday
Sept. 17
Sat.
Sept. 18
Friday
Sept. 24
Sunday
Oct. 3

Sigma Pi Car Wash (West Parking
Lot) 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Sigma Pi vs. Phi Kappa Theta,
Sports Center 12 Noon
"Greek Fest"
"Day on Bay Jazz Fest" Hum
phrey's Restaurant, 2:00-5:30 p.m.
Student

Donations
$2.00 General

$3.00
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San Diego's
Fine Dining List
by John Manly
dishes. 860 Garnet Ave. Pacific
The following list is compris Beach. 272-1241.
ed of various restaurants found 5. DOS AMIGOS—Dine in San
throughout San Diego and La Diego's newest marine side
Jolla. The atmosphere of the Mexican restaurant. Authentic
restaurant ranges from casual to Mexican foods. Lunch, dinners.
fancy and prices extend from in Located in Marina Village,
expensive to expensive.
Quivira Way.
Inexpensive
6. EL TORITO—A popular
1. BROKEN YOLK—Specializ chain of fine Mexican rest
ing in tasty omlettes; serving 25'
aurants featuring authentic
champagne all day. Breakfast, foods with pleasant friendly ser
lunch, dinner. Five minute drive vice. Harbor Island 299-3464,
from USD, 3350 Sports Arena
La Jolla 453-4115, Mission
Boulevard. 226-0442.
Valley 296-6154.
2. FIREHOUSE—Oceanfront 7. FAT CITY AND CHINA
cafe with a varied selection of CAMP—Two delightful rest
omlettes and homemade breads aurants back to back. Fat City
and rolls. Dinners include fresh
features an electric menu and
seafood, steak, and chicken. whimsical decor. Lunch Mon
Oceanview sundeck dining. day-Friday, dinners nightly.
Breakfast, lunch, dinner daily. 2137 Pacific Highway. Fat City
722 Grand Avenue, Pacific 232-0686.
China
Camp
Beach. 272-1999.
232-1367.
3 . T H E O L I ) P A C I F I C 8. THE EASTMAN'S—Perfect
BEACH CAFE—Located one for the sports lover. Big screen
block from the ocean. A variety t.v. Specializes in barbeque ribs.
of omelettes, sandwiches, Lunches and dinners daily. 1930
quiches, homebaked breads and Quivira Way 223-9500.
expresso coffee. Nightly enter 9. THE FRENCH PASTRY
tainment. 4287 Mission Boule SHOP—Mouthwatering pas
vard. Pacific Beach. 270-7511.
tries and desserts. Breakfast,
lunch, dinner. La Jolla Blvd.
4. SOUP PLANTATION—
10. GARCIAS OF SCOTTSCasual self serve restaurants.
DALE—Famous with all Phoe
Cheery atmosphere. Choice
nicians for the best chimifrom a selection of six
changas and margueritas in
homemade soups with a variety
town. Lunch and dinner daily.
of fresh breads and muffins.
Big t.v. screen. 3106 Sports
Build your own salad from an
Arena Blvd. 223-5441.
array of vegetables. Lunch and
11.
L.J.
BAR
AND
dinners daily. 6171 Mission
GRILL—Great steaks, seafood,
Gorge Road, 280-7087. 3960 W.
and sandwiches. Great waiters!
Pi. Loma Blvd., 222-7404.
Indoor and outdoor dining with
5. SPICE RACK—Delicious a terrific view of the La Jolla
natural foods including omlet coast. Lunches and dinners.
tes and entrees, all served with a Prospect Street Coast Walk. La
basket of home baked bread. Jolla.
Patio dining. Breakfast, lunch, 12. MARIO'S—Italian-Ameri
dinners daily. 4315 Mission can cuisine where they sing
Blvd., Pacific Beach. 483-7666. while you dine. San Diego's uni
Moderate
que dining spot. Open daily
1. ALFONSO'S FINE MEX 5-midnight. 234-1822.
ICAN CUISINE—Dining room 13. RUBEN E. LEE—Dine
and patio dining. Great service aboard a real Mississippi river
and friendly locals. Lunch and
boat on beautiful San Diego
dinners. 1251 Prospect. La harbor. Steak and seafood serv
Jolla. 454-2232.
ed by friendly southern belles.
2. BALI HAI—Exotic Canto Lunch and dinner. 880 E. Har
nese dining. Charcoal broiler, bor Island Dr.
seafoods. Famous luau lunch 14. SALMON HOUSE—Sea
eons, romantic view of San food specialties prepared in the
Diego's Bay with dining in style of the Northwest native
Polynesian atmosphere. Lun American featuring salmon
ches, dinners daily. East Shelter fillets, barbequed over an olderwood fire. Halibut, prime rib.
Island. 222-1181.
3. BLUE APRROT—Contin 1970 Quivera Way 223-2234.
ental cuisine and seafood. Serv 15. TOM HAM'S LIGHT
ed inside the 1730 style Carri- HOUSE—A beautiful view of
bean decor. Dining room or on the harbor with large lighthouse
the fresh air patio. Dinner picture windows. Decor in
nightly. 1298 Prospect Coast cludes California seafaring
Walk. 454-9131.
memorabilia. Lunch Monday4. DIEGO'S CAFE Y CAN- Friday, dinners nightly. 2150
TINA—Indoor and patio din Harbor Island Drive. 291-9110.
ing serving authentic and 16. WLNDROSE—Dine while
delicious Mexican food, includ watching the yatchs sail by. De
ing tasty vegetarian Mexican licious fresh fish and seafood

daily. 1935 Quivira Way
223-2335.
17. LE PAPILLON CAFE—
Casual french cafe atmosphere
with patio and ocean view.
Soups, quiches, souffles,
salads, omelettes in addition to
fish, veal, chicken entrees. Deli
cious desserts. Lunch, dinner
daily. 8008 Girard Ave.
454-8884.
Expensive
1. ANTHONY'S STAR OF
THE SEA
ROOM —San
Diego's highly acclaimed sea
food restaurant. Good service
and harbor front view. Coat
and tie required. Make reserva
tion. Dinner nightly except holi
days. Harbor Drive and Ash.
232-7408.
2. BOAT HOUSE—Nautical
theme restaurant set on Harbor
Island's Marina. Seafood spec
ialties change daily. Lunch and
dinner daily. 2040 Harbor
Island Drive. 291-8010.
3. ISLANDIA—The extra
touches on the house, like a
cone of sherbert between salas
and entree, add to the charm of
this handsome dining room over
Mission Bay.
4. MARINE ROOM —The
waves often splash up to the
glass-plate windows near your
table at this La Jolla favorite
where lights reflect on the sand
outside elegant lunchs and din
ners daily. 2000 Spindrift Drive.
459-7222.

—CAMPAIGN U P D A TE—
Brown Visits
San Diego Voters

Social Security
Wilson's Issue

Governor Edmund G. Brown
Jr., Democratic nominee for the
U.S. senate, addressed voters of
San Diego last Thursday during
a rally held outside San Diego
City Hall.
The focus of Brown's speech
was on the issue of unemploy
ment. Representation by the
laborers of the county made up
a large number of those in at
tendance. Brown expressed that
he holds competition from
foreign countries, combined
with Reagan Administration ef
forts to relax minimum-wage
laws, has increased unemploy
ment and has not promised
much for the future in the way
of the jobless.
Brown spoke out against his
Republican opponent, San
Diego Mayor Pete Wilson, for
his backing of unpopular
Reagan policies. Specifically, he
voiced his criticism against
Wilson's stand on Social Secur
ity and Foreign Trade.
The polls still favor Wilson in
the race, though campaigns per
sist. Brown left San Diego to
talk with the unemployed in Los
Angeles as they stood in line to
collect their unemployment
checks. The governor will re
turn to San Diego for a conven
tion this Monday.

San Diego Mayor Pete
Wilson has been doing his share
of traveling recently during his
campaign as Republican
nominee in the U.S. Senate
race. Returning from Washing
ton, Wilson recently spoke to a
group of senior citizens in
Laguna Hills who greeted him
with a check for $1,500 towards
campaign efforts.
The main topic of Wilson's
speech before the 500 Leisure
World residents was Social Se
curity. The issue has become a
major one in this campaign and
Wilson sees the issue as one that
Governor Edmund Brown,
Democratic nominee, is using to
attack Wilson's character with.
Stating that Social Security as a
priority, Wilson promised to
work to see to it that there is a
solvent. He agreed that a sol
vent called for either increased
taxes or increased payroll con
tributions to the system. He also
recognized and suggested that
perhaps young workers should
not be forced to pay into a fund
that may not exist for them in
the future.
Wilson closed his speech
noting that he had no intentions
of letting Brown's "attacks"
bring him down during the cam
paign.

HEALTH CARE

II vou're planning a career in
the health tare field, you
owe it to yourself to find out
about the Air Force's Health
Professional Scholarship
Program.
Qualified I'.S. citizens can
receive scholarships lor
medical school or related
graduate programs.
Our scholarships include:

• TUITION
• ROOKS
I.AB FEES
• EQUIPMENT
RENTAL AND J556
MONTHLY STIPEND

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:
l SAF Medical Recruiting Office
3443 ( amino Del Rio South. #206
San Diego. CA 92108
(714) 293-6204
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Sports

Ruggers Move Into Top Division
by Matt Sandoval
USD's rugby team will be
entering the Southern Califor
nia University Division this
year. The move was made after
the team went undefeated in last
year's College Division League
play. The final season tally was
13-2 with losses coming from
UCLA in a non-league game;
and Loyola in the College Divi
sion Championships. USD will
take USC's place in the league.
The league has traditionally
been limited to the larger state
schools due to their ability to
draw from larger enrollment.
However, league officials decid
ed to elevate USD's standing
because of the school's proven
competitive ability. In addition
to last year's wins, the team
won the San Diego County
Competition and the Michelob
Cup Competition.
USD was also the unexpected
winner of the University Divi
sion of the San Diego Tourna
ment. This was the only major
tournament that the school was
able to enter last year due to in
sufficient funding. In the com
ing year the team is hoping to
also complete in the Tuscon and
Santa Barbara Tournaments.
This season shouldn't be as
easy with league opponents in
cluding not only UCLA, but
ASU, U of A, UCLB, UCSB,
and SDSU. The ruggers have

enjoyed past successes against
Long Beach, SDSU, and Santa
Barbara, so the odds for a
league title are not overwhelm
ing. As expressed by senior
lock, Jim Accurso, "At first 1
was a bit apprehensive about

the move, but when 1 realized
how we had fared in non-league
play against these teams, it
made more sense. But I certain
ly admit the big names can be
frightening."

Scuba Meeting
Picture the deep blue water of
the Cove in La Jolla, you're
about 30 feet under the water
breathing effortlessly. There are
lots of pretty fish, interesting
plant life and if you're luc);y
there's a big lobster running
around. But what's really
special about this dive is that
you've got plenty of buddies
along. If you're in the USD
SCUBA Diving Club we'll all be
there to enjoy it together.
The Diving Club is a place to
exchange undersea tales, talk
about "hot spots", and never

run out of diving partners. So if
you are interested in Skin
and/or SCUBA Diving, if
you're interested in diving with
new people, if you're interested
in finding out more about the
Diving Club, if you're the per
son reading this article, then
YOU are invited to the first
meeting on Tuesday, September
21st at 12:30 in Serra Hall,
room 204. *You don't have to
be a certified diver to come to
the meeting. If you are thinking
about SCUBA diving. .. .we'll
see you there.

Cross Country Continues
Coach Rick Russell feels 1982
will be a rebuilding year. "We
are training through the first
couple of meets. We won't peak
until mid October this year,
however, I think we'll be more
competitive next season. There
is a strong possibility that we
will have three men and five or
six women competing effective
ly by the end of this season.
Next year, we will have a select
number of team members ready
for the Nationals," stated

Coach Russell.
USD had eight women that
finished within 2 minutes of
each other on Saturday, Sept.
11th at the Cal State Dominguez
Hills Invitational. Among the
eight were, Ellen Hughes, Jeannie Normandear, Ursala Garhn,
Mary Paine, Helen Vigils and
Rachelle Smith. For the men's
team, the pace was set by Shawn
Delaney, Bob Winters and Rick
Strobel.

The team is essentially the
same as last year with many of
the starters returning. The
names are now easily recogniz
able: Skelly, Harold, Holmer,
Mattrex, Mama, Pacer, Al
fredo, Barney, and T. Baba, to

mention just a few. There are
also seasoned players vying for
opening spots. This experience
should be a big help when the
team opens for league play.
An added dimension to the

move is that it will bring a large
amount of recognition to USD
throughout American rubgy.
Past president and current
advisor-coach Tim Kleier had
this to add, "Through the ef
forts of many we have been able

to establish an excellent reputa
tion of USD rugby here in
California. Now with our move
to one of the strongest leagues
in the nation, we have a chance
to bring the school to the na
tional finals this year."

League play will not begin
until the spring semester. The
team is presently encouraging
all students who may have an
interest to try the sport out
during the fall season. The fall
season, which begins in Oc
tober, is designed to acquaint
the new players with the sport
through practices, clinics, tour
naments, and games. Football
players are also encouraged to
join at the completion of their
season.
Rugby is no stranger to the
United States. It is, in fact, the
game from which our own foot
ball developed. The sport has
often been termed "a ruffian's
game played by gentlemen."
This is due to the manner in
which it combines aggressive
play with good-hearted socializ
ing afterwards. The hosting
team traditionally sponsors a
party for the opposition at the
end of the game.
USD has gained a consider
able reputation in this area of
the game as well. During the up
coming year, the team will
sponsor a party after each of it's
home games. All members of
the student body and faculty are
invited to attend. There will be
no charge for the food or beer
at the events.
The rugby team also has a
social, side organization which
helps in the organization of
these parties and the team's
fund raising efforts.

Sports Minders
Padres Play USD
John Cunningham, men's
baseball coach, has announced
that the San Diego Padre organ
ization will hold their Winter
Instructional League on the
USD baseball diamond. Players
from the San Diego minor
league system will work out
from now until November 9.
They are contracted to use the
field between 9:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. daily. Saturdays will
be inter-squad games and scrim
mages with local teams, with
some of the meets on campus
and others off. The USD squad
will play them in a doubleheader on October 9. Time to be
announced at a later date.

Recreation Sports Club
Do you like surfing, waterskiing, snow skiing, cycling, camp
ing, fishing, scuba diving, raf
ting or windsurfing? A new club
is being formed on campus that
offers you a chance to do these
activities along with other peo
ple in such exotic places as
Mazatlan, Mexico, Park City,

Utah and the Gold Country of
California. The purpose of this
club is twofold. First, to
organize trips that will offer
special activities to a variety of
groups. Secondly, to organize
trips that will help cut down
travel costs. If you are in
terested or would like more in
formation on the club, feel free
to attend our next club meeting.
It will be held Wednesday,
September 22 at 6:00 p.m.,
U.S.D. Sports Center. See.you
there!

Be A Competitive
Diver
Like the women's swimming
program, the diving team is of
fering different levels of train
ing. Coach Muckler, an ex-allAmerican college diver and top
age group coach, will be taking
over the diving program this
year. He is looking for people
with previous experience as
divers or gymnasts. However,
he is also looking for people
without any experience at all
but interested in becoming a
competitive diver. He will teach

all the necessary skills needed to
become a great diver. Coach
Muckler can be contacted
poolside between 3 and 5 p.m.
or by leaving a message at the
Sports Center office.

Intramurals Hiring
Officials
The intramural department is
now hiring individuals to fill
positions as sports officials.
This semester offers openings
for Softball umpires, flag foot
ball referees, soccer officials,
volleyball referees, and even innertube H : 0 polo referees. If
you wish to apply for one of
these positions, information is
available at the job opportunity
board at the sports center main
office. Don't dally! Positions
fill fast and intramurals begin
Friday, September 17th.

Plus...
Volleyball at home against
UC Irvine, Sept. 21 at 7:30.
Soccer against Mesa College
at USD, Sept. 23 at 3:30.

Sports
World's Largest
Water Facility
Just down the hill, 'round the
corner, and on the point you'll
find a cooperative collegiate
waterfront facility—the world's
largest, in fact—at the exclusive
disposal of the San Diego area
college community. From atop
the library's west side, a bird's
eye view of Mission Bay
features a large domed building
encircled by blue water. What is
not so visually obvious in the
distance is the circus of activity
emanating from that point, that
facility: courses in sailing,
waterskiing, surfing, windsurf
ing, rowing and kayaking, to
highlight. That all USD
students, staff, faculty and
alumni are eligible for these
programs should be no secret,
but many aren't yet familiar
with the opportunities awaiting
on the bay.
Interested? There's more.
More than before. More
equipment, more classes, new
programs.
University of San Diego's
own water sports facility, Mis
sion Bay Aquatic Center, has
now expanded its stock of
equipment and course offerings
to meet the demand and interest
generated by students. Addi
tional equipment also ac
comodates the increasing
number of students who are just
discovering the Aquatic Center
and storming the bay in search
of water sports instruction.
Four ocean racing keel boats,
J-24's, recently arrived to ex
tend the sailing program beyond
the boundaries of Mission Bay.
A three-part clinic series is now
open to advanced sailors inter
ested in gaining experience on
larger vessels. Students learn the
fundamentals of sailing a keel
boat, crew duties, helmsmanship, boat tuning, spinnaker
sailing and ocean racing techni
ques. All adventuresome and
ambitious sailors should in
quire.
Beginning sailors should be
delighted to discover the new
fleet of sabots (training sail
boats), which will be in service
early this Fall. With the larger
fleet, new students can start
their sailing lessons this Fall and
advance to Flobies or Keel
Boats by the end of the semester
or school year.
The Hobie fleet has also ex
panded to include two new
Hobie 16' catamarans—the
most popular boat in the fleet.
With the integration of these
new boats, the format of the
Hobie program has been re
structured; while a 12-hour
clinic is still available to advanc
ed students, those completing a

basic sailing course can now
enroll in a new 24-hour compre
hensive Hobie course.
Windsurfing enthusiasts can
expect sixteen new Mistral sailboards to be in use by late
September. As the fastest grow
ing sport in America, wind
surfing courses at the Aquatic
Center fill quickly, and are
especially popular with ex
perienced sailors and surfers
looking for an exciting variation
of their own sport.
The surfing program will now
accomodate more advanced
surfers with the latest shipment
of fiberglass boards from South
Coast. These boards will com
plement the existing stock of
Mason and Smith soft boards to
offer an even broader range of
surfing instruction.
In the spring, the advent of
the Aquatic Center's Barefoot
Skiing course attracted many
advanced skiers to the program.
Since that time, the demand for
the ever-popular skiing courses
(Multi-Level, Advanced, Com
petition) provoked the purchase
of all new ski equipment, in
cluding four Skitique boats, and
slalom, trick and double skis.
Two new single wherries in
the Rowing Center will un
doubtedly be a favored high
light of the Olympic rowing pro
gram. The Del Beekley Rowing
Center is currently under con
sideration as the official train
ing site of the 1984 Olympics.
Special sessions for crew train
ing are running during the first
weeks of the school year, as well
as the regular course offerings.
If you're having difficulty
finding time in a hectic class
schedule for recreation, do not
fret. Aquatic Center courses are
offered to USD students in an
extensive schedule of days and
times designed to fit your busy
agenda. As a registered USD
student, you are eligible to par
ticipate in Aquatic Center pro
grams at rates far below those
of commercial or public facili
ties. Details and course listings
can be found in MBAC bro
chures, available on campus
(P.E. Department, Activities
Office, Registrar), or by request
(488-1036).
This Fall is the time to take
advantage of all the new equip
ment and programs awaiting at
the Aquatic Center: an exciting
discovery for new students, and
now with welcome additions in
water sports for the "regulars".
See the campus boat display for
sign-ups for the first session of
courses, beginning September 7.
Find your campus off-campus
at Mission Bay Aquatic Center!
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Toreros Make Redlands Victim HI
The Toreo's defense, led by
The Redlands game was
linebackers Bill Thomas, John Coach Kevin McGarry's debut
Noonan, George Hawley, Ray as the Toreo's defensive coordi
Snbeng and Tracy Davis, held nator; Coach Williams had high
Redlands to nine first downs praise for the former USD
and a total of 181 offensive "Gridder." "Kevin had the
yards. Defensive linemen Mar defense ready for our opener. In
vin Castillo, Rudy Angianno college football, it is tough to
and Fitzhigh Dinkins were also shut-out anyone, and his unit
praised for their efforts. Coach registered the 'big goose egg' in
Strickland has the defensive line their initial outing—Super."
working as a unit, and the entire
Offensively, running-back
football staff was pleased with Jimmy Smith ran for 116 yards
their efforts. The defensive and one touchdown, with
secondary, featuring corner- Jerome McAldin piling up 63
backs Jerry Schmit, and Tony yards, and Billy Hamilton total
Johnson; Safeties Greg Stein and ing 46 yards rushing. The offen
Chip Jarvis were particularly sive line led by tackles John
sharp on run support. "They're Amarillos, Steve Connolly, and
all hittens," smiled Coach Jeff Whitey; guards Craig
Williams.
Beaver and Bill Haley, and
center Steve Ast dominated the
line of scrimmage in the second
half, as the Toreos rang up 237
A real key to this Saturday's 7:30 p.m. game will be
yards rushing. Wide receiver
student body spirit in "The Pit." "Our players are anx
Mike Rish, with three catches
ious to play well at home and a vocal, enthusiastic
for 26 yards and one touchdown
crowd will really pump them up." stated Coach
reception, was USD's leading
Williams. This year's team captains are linebacker Don
receiver.
Garcia is the special team captain.
USD's special teams contri
buted to the victory with a 25
yard punt return, by Billy
Hamilton and a 41 yard field
goal and four PAT's by kicker
Bobby Lozzi.
USD
hosts
Claremont—mudd College this
Saturday night in the Toreo's
USD won their first home that the Toreras' performance home opener. The Stags are an
match on Thurs. Sept. 9, by was somewhat inconsistent. nually one of the NCAA divi
defeating Cal State Los Angeles "CSULA is not only a big team sion III pass offense leaders,
(15-12, 15-5, 15-13). USD but a very strong team. We were featuring a spread offense.
started slow in the first game not passing well and had trouble "We'll need to control the ball
but came from a 12-12 tie to win running our play sets. The offensively, to keep their offen
the game. With the scored tied games were very close; however, sive team off the field to be vic
at 3-3 in the second game, USD due to our inconsistent play, we torious," stated Coach
only gave CSULA two points lost," stated Martin. The Williams.
before winning 15-5. The third Toreras record is now 1-2.
game was a power struggle with
On Sat. Sept. 11, USD ap
CSULA leading 12-6 but USD peared in the pre-season San
rallied back to tie it at 13-13 and Diego Intercollegiate Tourna
win the match, 15-13. Sopho ment at UC San Diego. USD
mores Cindy Wheat, Kim faced UCLA, Cal State Irvine,
Crawford, junior Lori Robarge, UCSD and Riverside. Coach
and senior Liz Edwards contrib Martin commented, "The
uted outstanding performances. tournament was a good ex -» Don't be left out! The biggest
student activity is winding up
"CSULA is a difficult team perience. We played great
for another fun filled year of
to play. Although they are not against UCLA and Irvine. After
students
sports. To kick off the
very big, they don't make many splitting with UCSD, we lost to
semester, leagues are being
errors. This match was a mental Riverside. The atmosphere was
organized for flag footbal1,
test. We knew that we were the relaxed and fun, the whole tour
men's slow pitch softball, co-rec
better team but we had to apply nament was a learning ex
softball and co-rec soccer. Also,
it. The girls played very well," perience."
on tap for the first three week
UPCOMING
MATCHES
stated Coach Martin.
NVcd. 9/15
Arizona State Univ
At AZU 7:30
ends are two co-rec tour
At GCC 6.00
The Toreras traveled to Cal Thu. 9 16 Grand Canyon Col.
Fri. 9/17
Southern Utah St.
At GCC 2:00
naments. The first tourney,
State Long Beach on Fri. Sept. Fri. 9/17
Western New
At GCC 6:00
which will be played on Satur
Mexico
10, only to be defeated (15-10,
Sat. 9/18
Azusa Pacific Col.
At GCC 9.00
day, is co-rec innertube H20
15-9, 15-8). Coach Martin felt Sat. 9/18 Grand Canyon Col.
At GCC 3:00
pool. Entries for this tourney are
limited to eight (8) teams. So,
HURRY! Get your roster in!
assist in the process.
The University of San Diego
On Sunday, co-rec 6X6 volley
traveled to Las Vegas on Satur
ball will be played but is limited
day, Sept. 11 to play the Univer
The Toreros play Seattle to only 16 teams, so hurry with
sity of Nevada. The outcome of
Pacific on Wed. Sept. 15 at the rosters for this one also.
USD, 3:30. Sat. Sept. 18, Biola Following these tourneys there
the battle was UNLV 4, USD 1.
Pepe Iturralde scored USD's College will host USD at 1:00. will be two (2) more 3-day coonly goal. It was Iturrale's first
The Toreros will then travel to rec tournaments. One will be
goal of the season. Senior Rich Point Loma College on Tues. co-rec football and the other,
Sept. 21, 3:00.
Valenzuela acquired his first
4X4 team tennis.
The University of San Diego
Football team, highlighted by
outstanding defensive play and
a second half offensive outburst
of twenty-four points, blew
open a tight contest at Redlands
to claim a 31-0 victory, in the
season opener for both teams.
It was USD's first
victory
ever at the University of Redlands and Coach Bill Williams
was pleased with the Torero's
play in their opener. "A real
team victory—our defense
thwarted three Redland's scor
ing opportunities in the first
half, and then our offensive
running game really got them in
the second half. ..to blow a
tight game wide open," coach
Williams said.

Home Opener

USD Spikers
Split Two Matches

I.M. Entries
Close Soon

Soccer: UNLV Overtakes USD
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ATTENTION FRESHMEN

Community Service
With the hopes of incor
porating more students into a
community service activities the
AS. has appointed two stu
dents to co-direct this area.
They are Matty Sandoval and
Meg Heidrick. They were both
felt to be extremely competent,
and coming from different
social groups at USD their
merger promises to expose these
efforts to a wider variety of
students than have been in the
past. Matty had this to say,
"We both feel it is essential for
the students' spiritual wellbeing to engage in charitable
endeavors, and it is our aim to
provide activities enabling the
students to express themselves
in this manner."
Some of the major activities
slated for the fall include a
birthday celebration for the or
phanages in Tijuana, and an
outreach weekend for the
seniors here in San Diego. Mai
ls and Meg are both hoping for
a large turn-out for these
events. Meg is particularly fond
of the outreach weekend and
commented thusly," The area's
seniors are absolutely delight
ful, and 1 have really enjoyed
my correspondance with these
characters while planning for
this event."
The co-directors also perceive
their position as helping pro
mote the activities sponsored by
the various service clubs on
campus. They have set up a core
group made up of a member of
each of these groups and plan to
use this group in co-ordinating

Class Senator Election

all of USD's service projects.
The directorship is entering
its second year after a strong
start in 1981-82 under Scott
Brown, the co-directors are
looking to add to this base.
There aie a wide \ariety of ful
filling events available to all
students. With a minimal
budget, this manpower looks to
be the key. Those interested can
contact Matty and Meg through
the ASB.

Friday 9/17
Monday 9/20
Monday 9/20
Tuesday 9/27
Wednesday 9/28
Thursday 9/29

Senate Petitions Due
Platforms Due at 5 p.m. for September 23 Vista
Candidates meeting at 2:30 in the Student Union
Primary Election
Primary Election
Run-off Election
Petitions Available in the ASB office
Polls will be located in front of Serra
Hall between 9 and 4 and the cafeteria
between 4:30 and 6:30

CLASSIFIEDS

Rolling!
—ir18this
the last day to enter!

Services Offered

Typing of resumes, cover let
ters, school papers, business
proposals, ets. Low, low rates.
Fast service. 295-3701
Personal

Pregnant? Troubled? Explore
the alternatives to abortion.
Free professional counseling
and services available. San
Diego Pro-Life League 24 hour
Hotline, 583-5433.
Job Resumes

Written, updated, edited,
typed, and reproduction. Low,
low rates. Special student dis
counts. 295-3701.
Community Organizer

Training for professional
career. Long hours, modest
pay, no boredom. Bilinqual/Spanish
preferred.
Resume and letter to 1172
Morena Blvd., S.D.
For Sale

Complete portable printing ter
minal and modem. Execuport
300. $400 or best offer. Brad
283-2572; 275-3200.
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The Revlon Flex Rampage-Rally

Now Flex...the fabulous Instant
Conditioner and Shampoo... invites you
to be a big wheel on campus! Enter the
Flex-Rampage Rally Sweepstakes! It's
easy...and you may wina 1983 Rampage
Sport, Dodge's personal size pickup.
The rally is a Sports Car Club of America
Solo II Skill Rally. If you win you'll be at
the wheel of your own Rampage. Or
win one of hundreds of other prizes.
Go to your participating Flex retailer
and pick up an entry blank. Just fill it
out and take it to your participating
Dodge dealer
If your name is drawn you'll get $50
cash, a new Rampage on loan to drive
to the Flex-Rampage Rally in your area
and a year's supply of Flex Shampoo
and Conditioner.

$750,000 in prizes!
^Schneider
'Stereo
Component
Systems

50

Konica

EF-3 Cameras

REVLON

so

A

Mitsubishi
AM-FM
Car Stereos and
Philips Car
Speakers

100

REVLON
Implement Sets
for Men and
Women
See your participating Flex Retail outlets for official rules and details
No purchase necessary Void where prohibited Licensed drivers only
Sweepstakes expires September 18 1982
1982 Revlon Inc.

